Global Cylinder Network Meeting
DRAFT Agenda

Tuesday, 14th February 2012
8.30 AM – 11:00 AM

Taj Mahal Hotel – Salon: Diwan I Am
New Delhi – India

1. Welcome from GCN Chairman Renzo Beé and roll call

2. Discussion and approval of GCN Scope, Goals and Work Programme
   a. Presentation of goals and scope of work
   b. Feedback and debate from members
   c. Discussion and agreement on Distribution Model Guidelines
      – Group A - Least developed Markets
      – Group B – Developing Markets
      – Group C – Mature markets
      – Group D – Others: Technique, Safety, Innovation,
        Transportation, Maintenance, Production

3. Presentations:
   a. Good Cylinder practices in the Sub-Continent – Renzo Bee, Totalgaz
   b. DP 600 and its application in LPG cylinders; a technical view
      point from ArcelorMittal and their Indian Project partner for
      Cylinders Bhiwadi Cylinders, Sofie Vanrostenberghe, and Venkat
      Kondapalli, ArcelorMittal India
   c. Composite Cylinders: An ideal solution for the sub-continental - Ravindra Vasishth, Ragasco
   d. Cylinder Management, Ranjan Mehrotra Chief Manager (LPG-Ops), Indian Oil Corporation
   e. Turkish distribution model of cylinder management - Ercüment Polat, Aygaz

4. Wrap up and closing and date and place of next meeting